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1 Introduction
A large theoretical literature exists showing that in the presence of financial frictions, weak
firm balance sheets detrimentally affect economic activity (see e.g., Bernanke and Gertler 1989, 1995;
Shleifer and Vishny 1992; Gertler and Gilchrist 1994; and Kiyotaki and Moore 1997). Strengthening
firm balance sheets during a financial crisis is thus a much discussed and debated question. 1 By
reducing financial frictions, such interventions may increase investment, support lending, raise
employment, and mitigate the severity of a financial crisis.
Estimating the economic effect of interventions meant to strengthen firm balance sheets
during a financial crisis is a difficult task – the timing and strength of such interventions are likely to
be endogenous and driven by the severity of the crisis itself. Since interventions generally occur in
response to severe crises, a simple correlation would suggest, likely erroneously, that such
interventions have detrimental effects on the economy.
To understand the effect of interventions that strengthen firm balance sheets during financial
crises, we focus on the farm debt crisis of the 1980s. Assembling a yearly, county-level dataset of
weather and farm data in Iowa, our identification strategy relies on exploiting variation arising from
random weather shocks. As a large literature in agronomics shows, weather shocks affect crop yields
and hence farm income. Geographic variation in weather realizations thus provide plausibly
exogenous variation in local cash flow and are akin to cash injections to the farming sector operating
within a county. In this paper, we analyze and measure the effect of such exogenous cash injections
during a financial crisis on both the real and financial sector.
Spanning the period 1981-1987, the farm debt crisis resembled in many ways the financial
crisis of 2008-2009, with agricultural land prices and farm debt – much of it collateralized by land –
1 See e.g. the substantial debate during the 2008-2009 financial crisis regarding the effectiveness of stimulus bills such as
the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008 and the American Economy and Reinvestment Act of 2009, which, among other
provisions, reduced firms’ tax obligations and in so doing strengthened real sector balance sheets.
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increasing substantially prior to the crisis onset. Subsequently, during the crisis itself, land prices in the
U.S. corn-belt plummeted by nearly 50 percent. The farming sector saw severe deleveraging – total
agricultural debt declining by 29 percent from 1984 to 1988 – and experienced substantial disruptions
with numerous farm bankruptcies as well as agricultural bank failures throughout the period.2
As a first step in our empirical analysis, we confirm that county-level weather variation is
related to farm yields in our data. Focusing on corn production in Iowa, we measure how temporary
shocks in weather during the corn growing season affect yields. Consistent with a large literature in
agronomics, we find that corn is highly sensitive to small changes in temperature, with a few additional
hot days during the growing season reducing annual corn yields substantially.
Since local weather affects yields, weather shocks provide exogenous variation in local cash
flows and balance sheets during the debt crisis. We exploit this variation in our empirical strategy by
relating weather-driven cash flow shocks to a host of real and financial variables – both during the
farm debt crisis as well as outside of it. Our analysis focuses on land markets, the propagation of
shocks into the financial sector, and on labor markets. While during normal times, firms should be
able to smooth temporary shocks, in financial crises and other periods of large financial frictions, such
smoothing is difficult as external finance is often prohibitively costly or unavailable.3 An inability to
smooth shocks during a crisis is predicted, therefore, to translate to a host of market outcomes, both
real and financial. Consistent with financial accelerator theories, our results show that cash injections
during the crisis positively affect land markets, the financial sector, and labor markets in an
economically meaningful manner, and ultimately translate into increases in county per-capita income.
We start by examining the effect of cash-flow driven weather shocks on agricultural land
prices. We expect that during a financial crisis, increases in cash available to firms will support asset

For an analysis of the farm debt crisis see e.g. Calomiris, Hubbard, and Stock (1986) and Barnett (2000).
Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2014) provide a model consisting of two regimes – crisis and non-crisis – in which, in the
former, small shocks are amplified, while in the latter these shocks are absorbed by agents.
2
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prices by mitigating fire sales. When financial frictions are high, asset prices will be affected by cashin-the-market pricing, as economic agents cannot raise external finance to bring prices to fundamental
value (Allen and Gale 1994, 1998; Shleifer and Vishny 1992; Kiyotaki and Moore 1997).4
Consistent with cash-in-the-market pricing, we show that weather-induced cash flow
injections do indeed increase land prices. Since our specifications include both year and county fixed
effects, our identification strategy is driven by comparing, within a given year, counties that received
differential weather shocks, as compared to their sample mean. We find that counties that received a
positive cash flow injection – driven by relatively good weather – exhibit higher land values than
counties that receive a negative cash flow shock – driven by a few additional days of high temperature
weather during the growing season. Instrumenting for county-level crop yields with our weather shock
variable, we find an elasticity of land prices to yields during the farm debt crisis of 0.33. As a placebo
test, we rerun our analysis on the period outside of the farm debt crisis and find no statistically
significant relation between land values and weather shocks. To our knowledge, this is the first study
that provides causal evidence of cash-in-the-market pricing.
We continue our analysis by examining how cash flow injections propagate into the financial
sector. We first show that during the crisis, counties that experience reduced crop yields due to bad
weather shocks exhibit higher agricultural loan delinquencies: as would be predicted, farms in these
counties find it more difficult to repay their obligations. We then show that county level (weatherdriven) cash injections reduce the probability of bank local bank failure during the crisis. The effect is
economically significant, with a 10 percent drop in crop yields increasing the probability of a county

4

As in all models of cash-in-the-market pricing, an implicit assumption here is that asset markets are at least partially
segmented in that capital cannot flow seamlessly from one market to the other (see e.g. Shleifer and Vishny 1992; Allen
and Gale 1994, 1998; Duffie 2010). The market for agricultural land is thought to fit this assumption well, as land is often
purchased by neighboring local farms—a hypothesis we confirm below with a hand-gathered, micro-level dataset of land
transaction records. See also Chaney, Sraer, and Thesmar (2012) for the impact of changes in real estate prices on corporate
investment via a collateral channel.
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bank failure by 3.2 percent.5 Banks thus appear unable to smooth temporary shocks to their balance
sheets during the debt crisis, consistent with the existence of financial constraints and an external
finance premium at the bank level.6
We then turn to the effect of cash flow injections during crises on labor markets. We begin by
focusing on the labor market in the agricultural sector and then examine spillovers into labor markets
in other sectors. The results show that counties that experience a negative weather-driven cash flow
shock during the crisis exhibit lower agricultural employment rates as well as a reduction in average
county agricultural wages, consistent with a reduction in farms’ labor demand.7 During the debt crisis
when financial frictions are high, lower firm cash balances thus translate into labor market disruptions
and decreased employment. Alternatively, exogenous cash injections during times of high financial
frictions serve to support employment. We rerun the analysis outside of the farm debt crisis, and show
that exogenous cash flow shocks do not effect employment and wages during this time period,
consistent with firms’ greater ability to smooth shocks when financial frictions and the cost of external
finance are lower.
We next examine labor market spillover effects of cash flow shocks in the agriculture sector
on the service sector.8 We hypothesize that during the debt crisis disruptions in agricultural labor
markets following cash flow shocks will spill over into other labor markets. This is indeed what we
find. During the debt crisis, county-level weather-driven negative cash flow shocks in the agricultural
sector are related to employment increases, as well as average wage decreases, in the local service sector.

As a placebo test, we rerun the analysis relating cash flow shocks to bank failures and loan delinquencies outside of the
crisis. As expected, we find no significant relations.
6 For an analysis of the implications of bank-level financial constraints see, e.g., Bernanke and Blinder (1988); Kashyap
and Stein (2000); and the literature on the bank-lending channel of monetary policy.
7 We confirm that outside of the crisis period, weather driven cash flow shocks have no effect on employment or on
average wages in the agricultural sector.
8 Examining wages and employment in manufacturing, we do not find any significant effects.
5
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During the crisis, a negative cash flow shock in agriculture appears, therefore, to increase labor supply
in the service sector, with workers reallocating from agriculture to services.
We continue by examining whether these labor market spillovers in the service sector depend
on the share of agriculture in the local economy. Our hypothesis is that when the agriculture sector is
large within a given county, reductions in agricultural employment following a negative cash flow
shock will reduce local demand, and hence employment, in the service sector.9 Running interaction
specifications conditioning on the share of agricultural income within the county, we find results
consistent with this demand channel: in counties where farming is more dominant, during the farm
debt crisis negative cash flow shocks in agriculture have a negative effect on employment within the
service sector. Firms’ inability to smooth cash flow shocks during the debt crisis is thus transmitted
to other industries located within the same area, as employees are dislocated within the economy.
We conclude by analyzing whether and to what extent exogenous cash flow shocks ultimately
affected county-level income during the debt crisis. Using local weather shocks to obtain exogenous
variation in county level cash flow, we calculate the local-level cash-flow to income multiplier – i.e.
the increase in income associated with an exogenous dollar injection of cash flow. The results show
that positive cash flow shocks during the debt crisis did indeed increase local income levels, with our
estimates pointing to a multiplier of approximately 1.63. In periods outside of the debt crisis, we do
not find a statistically significant relation between (weather-driven) cash flow shocks and county
income levels. The size of the cash flow to income multiplier is thus state dependent, and larger during
crises.10

See Mian and Sufi (2014) for an examination of the relation between local household demand shocks and employment
within the tradable and non-tradable sectors during the 2008-2009 recession.
10 For a discussion of the difficulty in estimating state-dependent fiscal multipliers, see Parker (2011). Auerbach and
Gorodnichenko (2012) use a smooth transition VAR to estimate fiscal multipliers over the business cycle, finding a
multiplier of between 1.5 and 2 in recessions. See also Ramey and Zubairy (2014), which employs a long time series of
U.S. data to estimate state-dependent fiscal multipliers and Chodorow-Reich et al. (2012) which examines the effect of
state-level fiscal policy on employment. Nakamura and Steinsson (2014) estimate government spending multipliers using
9
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Taken together, our results show how cash injections into an economy during a debt crisis can
have important effects on a host of real and financial outcomes. When cash balances are reduced,
asset prices decline, delinquency rates rise, banks are more likely to fail, labor market disruptions ensue,
and income levels decline. Conversely, increased cash balances during the crisis improve conditions
in local land markets, financial markets, and labor markets, and ultimately raise income levels. From a
policy perspective, our results thus point to the potential value of cash injections during a financial
crisis that serve to strengthen firm balance sheets, thereby aiding firms in overcoming frictions in
financial markets.
The paper proceeds as follows. The next section presents the empirical strategy, data, and a
description of the farm debt crisis, along with the summary statistics. Section 3 presents the empirical
analysis: Section 3.1 confirms that weather shocks affect crop yields; Section 3.2 analyzes the effect of
weather-driven county-level cash flow shocks on land markets; Section 3.3 focuses on the propagation
of cash flow shocks into the banking sector; Section 3.4 analyzes the effect of cash flow shocks on
labor markets, focusing on employment and wages; and Section 3.5 investigates the multiplier of cash
flow shocks on income-per-capita. Section 4 concludes.

2 Empirical Methodology and Data
2.1 Empirical Strategy
Our empirical strategy employs idiosyncratic weather shocks and their attendant effect on
agricultural growing productivity as a source of variation in local cash flow. An extensive body of
literature has shown that variation in weather has a strong effect on agricultural productivity (see, e.g.,

variation driven by military procurement. See also the literature on fiscal policy at the zero lower bound (e.g. Krugman
1998; Eggertsson and Woodford 2003; and Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo 2011).
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Dell, Jones, and Olken 2014, for a review). This variation is plausibly exogenous to farm-level activity,
certainly within the frequency we study.
The analysis focuses on the state of Iowa, which provides an ideal setting for examining the
effects of weather on agricultural outcomes. Agricultural production is significant in Iowa and
constitutes a large portion of economic activity in the state.11 Iowa also ranks first out of all states in
production of corn – an important U.S. crop whose response to temperature fluctuations is well
understood. Finally, agricultural data for Iowa are available at a more detailed level and for a longer
time period compared to other states, allowing for a more complete time series of our empirical tests.
Our main empirical strategy uses an instrumental variable approach to relate exogenous
weather-driven changes in crop yields to economic outcomes in various markets of interest: the market
for land, the local financial sector, and labor markets. In doing so, we rely on an extensive prior
literature in agricultural economics showing that corn is highly sensitive to variation in temperature
during the growing season – the months from April through September – with even a few additional
days of hot weather significantly reducing annual corn yields (see e.g. Schlenker and Roberts 2006,
2009). Thus, the variation exploited in our identification strategy is not periods of drought or extreme
heat throughout the growing season, but rather relatively small variation in temperature across
counties within a given year. We measure county-level annual exposure to harmful temperature using
the cumulative number of days in the growing season with average daily temperature above 83 degrees
Fahrenheit (83qF), a threshold corresponding to that identified in the literature.12 Annual county-level
corn yields are instrumented in a first stage regression with the days-above-83qF weather shock

11 According to the Iowa Farm Bureau, the agriculture sector accounts for $72 billion in Iowa's economy annually and
creates one out of every six new jobs.
12 Schlenker and Roberts (2009) find that hot temperature is harmful to corn yields past a threshold of 28qC to 29qC
(depending on the geographical region), i.e. 82.4qF to 84.2qF. They show that an additional day of weather at 40qC (104qF)
instead of 29qC (84.2qF) leads to an approximately 7% predicted decline in annual yields.
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variable – i.e. the number of days in the growing season with temperature above 83qF – and in a
second stage regression various variables of interest (described below) are related to the instrumented
yields. The first-stage regression in our analysis is thus given by:
log Corn Yieldi,t = β0 + β1 (Days Above 83) + δt + γi + εi,t ,
i,t

(1)

where Corn Yieldi,t is annual county-level bushels per acre in county i in year t, and Days Above 83 is the
annual number of days in the corn growing season in each county which have an average temperature
above 83qF. Regression (1) is run at the county-year level and includes year fixed effects, δt , as well as
county fixed effects, γi , to absorb time-invariant omitted characteristics at the county level as well as
shocks common to all counties within a given year. Our second-stage regression specification
examines the effect of instrumented corn yields, given by (1), on various outcome variables:
Yi,t = β0 + log Yieldi,t + δt + γi + εi,t ,

(2)

where Yi,t is the outcome variable of interest for county i in year t, log Yieldi,t is predicted log corn
yield as instrumented via regression (1), δt are year fixed effects, and γi are county fixed effects.13 The
outcome variables examined are average agricultural land values, agricultural loan delinquency rates,
number of bank failures, average wages, and employment, all at the county-level. The exclusion
restriction underlying the identification strategy is that temperature shocks are exogenous and only
affect the outcome variables in (2) through their impact on corn yields and farm cash flow. As
discussed below, in support of this assumption, using placebo regressions we do not find any effects
of weather shocks on the various outcome variables in non-crisis periods when financing frictions are
less likely to bind, despite the fact that weather shocks continue to affect yields.

We cluster standard errors at the year level in order to account for spatial correlation between counties. By doing so, we
are assuming that all counties in Iowa are correlated, regardless of their distance to one another – a stronger assumption
than a typical spatial correlation adjustment of standard errors (e.g. Conley 1999) which assumes that the correlation decays
with distance.

13
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One potential concern in the interpretation of our results stems from farmers’ ability to hedge
weather shocks by purchasing crop insurance. However, due to the relatively late development of crop
insurance in the United States, hedging is of limited concern in our empirical setting. Indeed, while
crop insurance markets have been available since the 1930s, they operated on a limited basis until the
1990s, during which time the U.S. government passed a number of laws that greatly expanded the
insurance market.14 Further, the presence of hedging would bias our effects downward, as any crop
insurance or weather-related governmental transfers to the agricultural sector would make farm net
worth less sensitive to the effect of weather shocks.

2.2 Data Sources
We construct a novel dataset of county-level outcome variables in Iowa using a variety of
sources. For our temperature data, we collect daily weather station data for Iowa from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) from 1950 to 2010. Using this daily data, we
calculate for each weather station the number of days in the corn growing season (from April 1st to
September 30th) with an average daily temperature above 83qF. 15 We then construct county-level
estimates of this temperature measure for Iowa following the procedure in Deschênes and Greenstone
(2012): Using geographical data for each county in Iowa from the U.S. Census Bureau, we construct
a county-level estimate of the annual number of hot days (i.e. above 83qF) in the growing season by

Federally subsidized crop insurance was introduced by the Federal Crop Insurance Act of 1980. However, this law did
not result in significant growth in crop insurance participation, which remained very low throughout the 1980s (Glauber
2013; Hart and Babcock 2000). In the 1990s, laws such as the Federal Crop Insurance Reform Act of 1994 provided for
greatly expanded governmental subsidies in support of crop insurance and also implemented mandatory catastrophic
coverage in order to protect producers against major losses. As a result of this law, as well as other laws passed in the
1990s, crop insurance coverage rose substantially to more than two thirds of total planted field crop acreage by the end of
the decade (see the USDA Risk Management Agency, http://www.rma.usda.gov/aboutrma/what/history.html). It should
be noted that a key driver in passing the series of crop insurance laws in the 1990s was the 1980s farm debt crisis itself
(see, e.g., Stam and Dixon 2004).
15 As is common in the literature, in any given year we only use weather stations that have non-missing data for every day
in July.
14
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using a weighted average of all weather station estimates within a 50 kilometer radius of the
geographical center of each county. The weights used are the inverse of the squared distance from
each weather station to the geographical center of the county. As there are 99 counties in Iowa, this
process yields a total of 6,032 county-year temperature observations for the sample period 1950–2010,
and 693 observations for the crisis period 1981–1987.
Our measure of corn yields comes from the USDA's National Agricultural Statistics Service
(NASS) yearly crop surveys. The NASS provides yearly county-level data of average corn yields from
1950 to 2010, measured in bushels per acre harvested. Our measure of farmland values come from
the Iowa State University Farmland Value Survey, which provides yearly county-level estimates of the
average value per acre of Iowa farmland from 1950 to 2010.16 Studies have shown that these survey
values closely track actual land sales prices (see e.g. Stinn and Duffy 2012; and Kuethe and Ifft 2013).
We use two different data sources to examine the effect of weather-driven shocks on banks.
The first source is data on agricultural loan delinquencies from the Federal Reserve's Commercial
Bank Data Call Reports. Delinquent loans are defined at the bank level as the outstanding balance of
agricultural loans that are 90 days or more past-due and upon which the bank continues to accrue
interest (these data are available from 1984 to 2000). For each county in Iowa, we aggregate delinquent
balances of all banks headquartered in that county, to obtain a county-level measure of delinquent
agricultural loans.17 In addition, we use data on bank failures for each county taken from the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). These data run from 1950 to 2010. In order to properly
attribute the effects of temperature shocks during the growing season to subsequent bank failures, we

A potential concern with the estimates of farmland value is that some parcels of land may be irrigated (thus leading to a
higher value) while others may not. However, very little of the farmland in Iowa is irrigated, implying that this is not a
concern for our sample. For example, according to data from the U.S. Agricultural Census and the NASS, only 2.6% of
total Iowa farmland was irrigated in 2012.
17
Note that Call Report data do not provide information by borrower location. However, since most banks headquartered
in Iowa are relatively small, loans by these banks are generally originated to borrowers located in the vicinity of bank
headquarters.
16
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mark a bank failure as occurring in year t if it occurred within the period from the end of the growing
season in year t (October and onwards) through the growing season of year t+1.
Our final data source is the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages taken from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. We collect data on county-level employment, average annual wages, and
total county-level wages. The data are available for the period 1975–2000. The agricultural crop
production sector is defined as SIC code 01. In addition, we use the services sector (SIC division 0I)
and manufacturing sector (SIC division 0D). A caveat with our agricultural wage and employment data
is that the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages only covers larger farms – it does not cover
most agricultural workers in small farms or self-employed agricultural workers.18

2.3 The Farm Debt Crisis
The period preceding the 1980s farm debt crisis exhibited sharp increases in debt levels and
land values, as common in many financial crises.19 During the 1970s, increasing commodity prices
along with an expansion in demand for U.S. exports of agricultural commodities led to increased farm
production and greater investment in farmland. Between 1971 and 1980, agricultural exports roughly
doubled, the real price of commodities such as corn increased by over 35 percent, while farmland
values rose by 88 percent (see Calomiris, Hubbard, and Stock 1986). During this period of land price
appreciation, leverage played an increased role in the financing of agricultural land purchases.20 For
example, whereas in 1950, 42 percent of all agricultural land transactions occurred with no debt
financing, by 1978 only 11 percent of transactions occurred without relying on debt capital. The

In particular, the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages data do not include farms which consistently employed
fewer than 10 individuals in agricultural labor or which paid less than $20,000 in total cash wages to individuals employed
in agricultural labor during the current or preceding calendar year.
19 For a historical survey of the 1980s farm debt crisis, see Harl (1990) and Barnett (2000).
20 See FDIC Division of Research and Statistics (1997).
18
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increased reliance on debt, coupled with rising farmland prices, led to a 66 percent increase in aggregate
farm debt levels over the period 1971-1980 (Calomiris, Hubbard, and Stock 1986).
The farm debt crisis is generally thought to have been triggered in the early 1980s by the
combination of several factors. The first was a tightening of monetary policy undertaken by the
Federal Reserve in 1979 under Paul Volcker, which increased interest rates and raised the burden of
farmer debt repayment. The interest rate increase also contributed to a strengthening of the U.S. dollar,
making U.S. agricultural exports less competitive in the global market. Finally, the U.S. implemented
a ban on grain exports to the Soviet Union in 1980, which contributed to a further decline in exports.
As a result of these factors, many farmers who had invested heavily in production over the previous
decade, often increasing their leverage in the process, faced a sudden reduction in demand for
agricultural commodities coupled with a large increase in the cost of borrowing. The result was a
period of severe financial distress and deleveraging in the agricultural sector with significant drops in
farm income, sharp declines in farmland values, impaired farm balance sheets, and an erosion in farm
credit conditions.
From 1981 to 1987, the average value of farmland dropped by 50 percent across corn-belt
states (Barnett 2000). Nationwide, non-performing loans at agricultural banks rose from 2.8 percent
of total loans in 1982 to 6.7 percent in 1986, and 100 small agricultural banks failed in 1984 and 1985
alone (see Calomiris, Hubbard, and Stock 1986; and FDIC Division of Research and Statistics 1997).
The farming sector saw significant deleveraging with total real agricultural debt declining by 37 percent
from 1981 to 1987. In Iowa, real farmland prices dropped by an average of 67 percent across all
counties between 1981 and 1987, with 39 commercial bank failures in that period. Furthermore, the
majority of bank failures – 34 of the 39 – occurred between 1984 to 1987, considered to be the peak
of the crisis.

12

2.4 Summary Statistics
Table 1 presents summary statistics of the main variables. Panel A provides summary statistics
for the debt crisis period defined from 1981 to 1987, while Panel B provides summary statistics for
the height of the crisis from 1984 to 1987. For comparison, Panel C provides summary statistics for
the non-crisis period.
During the crisis years of 1981 to 1987, the average number of days in the growing season
with an average temperature exceeding 83qF is 3.25, while the average number of days above 83qF
outside of the crisis is 2.51. As would be expected, the average annual number of days above 83qF
during the growing season does not differ substantially in the crisis period as compared to the noncrisis period.21 Figure 1 reports density plots of the distribution of days above 83qF over our entire
sample. As can be seen from the figure, roughly 45 percent of the county-year observations have one
or fewer days with an average temperature above 83qF, while the density function is monotonically
decreasing. As our main specifications include county and year fixed effects, Figure 1 exhibits variation
which we do not exploit in our identification strategy. Figure 2, therefore, presents density plots of
temperature variation demeaned with year and county fixed effects. The distribution of demeaned
days above 83qF appears symmetric around zero, but also exhibits substantial variation. Density plots
for individual years (Figure 3) in the crisis and non-crisis period indicate substantial variability across
counties for any given year, with some years exhibiting a significantly higher number of days above
83qF.
As can further be seen in Table 1, corn yields range from 105.7 to 123.8 bushels per acre. The
mean land value during the 1981-1987 period is $2,947 per acre and is $1,978 per acre during the 19841987 period (all in real 2010 dollars). Finally, agricultural loan delinquencies are higher during the crisis,

21

A comparison of means is unable to reject equality.
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as would be expected. Figure 4 depicts the evolution of average corn yield, land value, and agricultural
debt across all counties during the sample. Average corn yields increase over the sample period, while
land values increase gradually from 1950 to 1970, and then substantially from 1970 to 1980. In the
early 1980s, corresponding to the period of the farm debt crisis, land values drop precipitously. By
contrast, corn yields do not exhibit such a trend during the debt crisis. Finally, agricultural debt
increases steadily from 1960 to 1980 but drops significantly during the farm debt crisis, as would be
expected by a deleveraging process common in financial crises.

3 Empirical Results
As explained in Section 2, we analyze the effect of cash flow injections during a debt crisis by
exploiting variation in weather shocks across counties and over time in Iowa. These weather shocks,
and the associated effect on corn yields, provide an exogenous source of variation in cash flow, and
hence farm balance sheets, during the crisis. We begin by confirming that county-level weather
variation is indeed related to farm yields in our data.

3.1 Weather Shocks and Crop Yields
As described above, to measure weather shocks we construct a variable, Days Above 83, defined
at the county-year level, which equals the number of days during the growing season where the average
daily temperature within the county was above 83qF. This temperature threshold is taken from
Schlenker and Roberts (2009), although our results are robust to alternate definitions of high
temperature values.
We confirm in our data the relation between yield and weather shocks found in the agronomics
literature by running the following reduced-form specification:

14

log Yi,t = β0 + β1 (Days Above 83) + δt + γi + εi,t .
i,t

(3)

Yi,t is corn yields (bushels of corn produced per acre) in county i in year t, and Days Above 83 is the
weather shock variable capturing hot average-temperature years. Regressions include a vector of year
fixed effects (δt) and a vector of county fixed effects (γi ). A potential concern with the regression above
is that the error terms may be correlated across nearby geographical regions. To address this, we follow
the literature in agronomics (e.g. Deschênes and Greenstone 2007; Schlenker and Roberts 2006, 2009)
and calculate standard errors correcting for spatial correlation as in Conley (2008).
Table 2 reports the results of regression (3) over the farm debt crisis sample period of 1981 to
1987. Employing year, but not county, fixed effects, Column 1 shows that high temperature is indeed
detrimental to corn yields. Column 2 shows that adding county fixed effects does not substantially
change the results. As the coefficient on the weather shock variable, Days Above 83, shows, adding an
extra day during the growing season with an average temperature above 83qF reduces annual corn
yields by 3.3 percent. While seemingly high, this result is consistent with much prior work in the
agronomics literature, such as Schlenker and Roberts (2009). Corn is extremely sensitive to high
temperature values during the growing season – an established fact that lies at the heart of our
identification strategy.
In Column 3, we report the results for the period of 1984 to 1987 – the peak of the farm debt
crisis – and find similar results. In Column 4 we estimate the results for the non-crisis period. The effect
of weather on yields is biological and hence, as expected, the estimated coefficient on the weather
shock variable during the non-crisis period (Colum 4) is similar to those during the crisis period
(Columns 1-3).
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3.2 Cash Flow Shocks and Asset Prices
Having confirmed the effect of temperature on yields, we analyze how temperature shocks,
and the variation they induce in farm cash flows, affect local land prices. Following cash-in-the-market
pricing theories (Shleifer and Vishny 1992; Allen and Gale 1994; and Kiyotaki and Moore 1997), we
hypothesize that during debt crises, when financial frictions and the cost of external finance are high,
counties that receive negative cash flow shocks stemming from weather variation will exhibit lower
agricultural land prices: negative weather shocks reduce the net worth of local buyers – i.e. nearby
farmers – who will thus have less funds to purchase land.
As in all models of cash-in-the-market pricing, an implicit assumption required for land prices
to be affected by local liquidity conditions is that the market for land is at least partially segmented, in
that capital cannot flow seamlessly from afar (see, e.g., Shleifer and Vishny 1992; Allen and Gale 1994,
1998; Duffie 2010). This assumption is likely satisfied in the market for agricultural land, which is
generally thought to be highly localized. However, to confirm this assumption, we hand-collect a
micro-level dataset on land transactions within one county in Iowa – Hamilton county – between the
years 1970 and 1988.22 For each of the 1,971 sales of agricultural land in Hamilton county, we mark
the county of the buyer and calculate the monthly fraction of out-of-county buyers. As can be seen in
Figure 5, the data confirm that agricultural land sales are highly localized: only 9.4 percent of
transactions occur with an out-of-county buyer. Interestingly, the fraction of out of county buyers
increases substantially during the financial crisis, reaching 25 percent in 1985. This spike in out-ofcounty purchases is very much consistent with, and in fact would be predicted by, the existence of fire
sales, in which capital from afar flows into the market to buy liquidated assets.
Having confirmed that agricultural land markets are localized, we examine the effect of
exogenous county-level weather-induced cash flow shocks on the price of land during the crisis. Table
22

The data are hand-collected from the Hamilton county courthouse where they are located in non-electronic form.
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3 reruns the reduced form specification in regression (3) but employs log(Land Value), the average
county-level price per acre of farmland (in 2010 dollars), as the dependent variable. Consistent with
the prediction of cash-in-the-market pricing, we find that counties that received a positive cash flow
injection – driven by relatively good weather – exhibit higher land values than counties that receive a
negative cash flow shock – driven by a few additional days of high temperature weather during the
growing season.23 Focusing on Column 2, which includes county fixed effects, an additional day during
the growing season with an average temperature greater than 83qF reduces average price per acre by
0.4 percent. In Column 3, which reports the results for the period during the peak of the farm debt
crisis, 1984-1987, the estimated magnitudes are even larger: during the growing season, an additional
day with average temperature exceeding 83qF reduces land values by 0.7 percent. To our knowledge,
this is the first study that provides causal evidence of cash-in-the-market pricing.
To provide intuition as to why land prices move following a negative weather shock, it is
instructive to conduct a back-of-the-envelope estimate of the effect of weather variation on farm
balance sheets. First, it should be noted that farming involves relatively low profit margins – on the
order of 6 percent.24 Consider then a shock that adds an extra day of high temperature, i.e. with average
temperature above 83qF, during the growing season. Based on our estimates above, and consistent
with prior literature, this incremental hot day reduces average annual yield by 3.3 percent. Assuming
that costs are unaffected by the bad weather shock (in fact, costs tend to rise following such a shock)
annual profits are expected to decline by approximately 50 percent.25 Due to small profit margins,
variation in weather can have a large influence on farm cash positions – a standard operating leverage

To reiterate, a reduction in the weather shock variable, Days Above 83, captures exogenous positive cash flow injections
into a county.
24 See Hoppe and Banker (2006).
25 With a 6 percent profit margin, P = 0.06 × R and C = 0.94 × R, where P, R, and C are profit, revenue, and cost,
respectively. Since the weather shock reduces revenue by 3.3 percent, the resultant profit – i.e. post-weather shock – will
be 0.027R rather than 0.06R. Profit thus declines by approximately fifty percent.
23
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effect – which then feeds into land prices as shown in Table 3.
The results in Table 3 regarding the relation between weather shocks and land prices focuses
on the farm debt crisis period. At the center of the theoretical argument behind this result is the
assumption that financial frictions prevent firms from raising external financing to smooth shocks or
make it prohibitively costly for them to do so. According to this argument, we thus expect that outside
of the crisis, the effect of weather shocks on land prices is greatly diminished (or non-existent), even
while these shocks continue to affect yields and hence cash flows. Column 4 conducts this test by
considering the impact of exogenous weather shocks outside of the 1980s farm debt crisis. As can be
seen, in contrast to the results in Columns 1-3 of Table 3, weather variation outside of the crisis years
has no statistically significant relationship with land prices, consistent with an increased ability of firms
to smooth cash flow shocks. Thus, even though negative weather shocks continue to detrimentally
affect yields outside of the crisis (see Table 2, Column 4), they have no effect on land values outside
the crisis.26
Table 3 provides a reduced form estimation of the relation between weather shocks and land
values. To estimate the elasticity of land values to exogenous variation in yields during the debt crisis,
we employ the following instrumental variable approach. The first stage instruments for yields using
exogenous weather shocks, as in regression (1) above, while the second stage relates county average
land values to the predicted yields taken from the first stage. Specifically, we run:
log Land Valuei,t = β0 + log Yieldi,t + δt + γi + εi,t ,

(4)

One concern regarding the relation between land values and weather-driven cash flow shocks is that potential buyers
might mistakenly believe that temporary weather shocks are indicative of longer-term shifts in weather activity. This, for
example, could arise due to a behavioral bias by which, following a negative weather shock, potential land buyers
overestimate the conditional probability of future negative weather shocks. However, this expectation-driven explanation
is not consistent with the fact that land values exhibit no relation with weather shocks outside of the crisis.

26
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where log Yieldi,t is instrumented log corn yield in county i in year t estimated via (1), and Land Valuei,t
is the average land value (in 2010 dollars per acre) of county i in year t. As in all specifications, δt,
represents a vector of year fixed effects, and γi represents a vector of county fixed effects.
The results are shown in Table 4. Column 1 of the table provides the first-stage estimation.
Column 2 of the table exhibits the results of the second stage, finding an elasticity of land values to
yields of 0.114 – a 10 percent exogenous increase in county yields is thus associated with a 1.14 percent
increase in land values during the debt crisis. Columns 3 and 4 conduct the instrumental variable
strategy starting from 1984 – the height of the crisis years – and up to its end in 1987. Consistent with
higher financial constraints during the height of the crisis, the second stage elasticity of land prices to
yields is 0.33, or roughly three times larger than the effect during the full crisis period.

3.3 Cash Flow Shocks and the Financial Sector: Delinquencies and Bank Failures
Having shown how weather shocks affect yields and land prices, in this section we analyze
how temporary shocks to cash flow during the debt crisis propagated into the financial sector. In the
presence of financial frictions, negative weather shocks are expected to reduce farms’ ability to repay
loans. Cash flow shocks in the real sector will thus transmit into balance sheet shocks in the financial
sector. If financial constraints amongst banks during the crisis are sufficiently severe, raising external
capital to smooth temporary shocks will be difficult, leading to increased bank failure rates.27 Cash
injections and the strength of firm balance sheets in the real sector can therefore impact and spill over
into the financial sector.
To analyze the propagation of shocks from the real sector to the financial sector during a debt
crisis, we first verify that negative cash flow shocks do indeed translate into higher delinquencies on

For the importance of bank-level financial constraints, see, e.g., Bernanke and Blinder (1988); Kashyap and Stein
(2000); and Bernanke and Gertler (1995).
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agricultural loans during the crisis. For each county-year we calculate the aggregate outstanding balance
of agricultural loans that are 90 days or more past due. Data on agricultural loan delinquencies are
taken from the Federal Reserve Call Reports. As in the prior section, we employ an instrumental
variable approach that runs a first-stage regression in which county average corn yields are
instrumented with Days Above 83, the weather shock variable. The second stage then relates countylevel aggregate balance of delinquent loans to county average yields.28 Specifically we run:
log Ag Delinquenciesi,t = β0 + log Yieldi,t + δt + γi + εi,t ,

(5)

where, as in prior regressions, log Yieldi,t is instrumented log corn yield in county i in year t estimated
via (1), δt, represents a vector of year fixed effects, γi represents a vector of county fixed effects, and
Ag Delinquencies is the total outstanding balance of delinquent agricultural loans.
Panel A of Table 5 presents the results. As can be seen in Column 1 of the table, delinquency
levels vary negatively with yields. The results imply an elasticity of 3 between county aggregate
delinquent loans and county average yields: during the crisis, counties which experience a 10 percent
weather-driven exogenous increase in yields (as compared to their mean) exhibit a 30 percent decrease
in aggregate delinquency rates. As would be predicted, exogenous positive cash injections translated
into reduced delinquencies among borrowers.
Loan delinquencies represent, of course, shocks to bank balance sheets. As a next step, we
examine to what extent exogenous variation in loan delinquencies transmit into the local financial
sector in the form of subsequent county bank failures. We employ our standard instrumental variable
approach, first instrumenting county average yields with the weather shocks, and then relating the
instrumented yields to bank failure rates at the county-level. Specifically we run the following
instrumental variable linear probability model:

28

See Column 3 of Table 2 for the first stage results.
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Bank Failurei,t = β0 + log Yieldi,t + δt + γi + εi,t ,

(6)

where Bank Failurei,t takes on the value of one if there was a bank failure in county i in the period
following the growing season in year t up to the end of the growing season in the following year, and
zero otherwise. As usual, log Yieldi,t is instrumented log corn yield in county i in year t estimated via
(1), δt is a vector of year fixed effects, and γi is a vector of county fixed effects.
Column 2 of Table 5A presents the results. As the table shows, a 10 percent increase in yields
leads to an approximately 3.2 percentage point increase in the probability of bank failure. The effect
is economically sizeable, as 28 percent of the county-year observations during the period of 1984 to
1987 exhibit a bank failure. Consistent with the hypothesis, temporary cash flow variation driven by
exogenous weather shocks did indeed lead to spillovers into the financial sector in the form of bank
failures.
Column 3 of the table repeats the analysis, but allows a lag in the time to bank failure.
Specifically, we define an indicator variable, Bank Failure Crisis, that takes on the value of one if there
was a bank failure from the given year until the end of the crisis (i.e. to 1987), and zero otherwise. As
can be seen, the effect of predicted yields on bank failures rises when a time lag to failure is accounted
for, with a coefficient in the level-log specification that is approximately -0.4.
As a placebo test, Panel B of Table 5 examines the effect of temporary cash flow shocks
outside of the debt crisis. Lower financial frictions and stronger balance sheets during this period
would predict muted effects. This is indeed what the results indicate. As can be seen in Column 1 and
Column 2 of Table 5B, cash flow shocks outside of the crisis are not related to delinquency rates or
bank failure rates in a statistically significant manner.
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3.4 Cash Flow Shocks and Labor Markets: Employment and Wages
We continue by analyzing the effect of temporary cash flow shocks during the crisis on local
employment and wages, focusing first on the agricultural sector itself. Panel A of Table 6 focuses on
the debt crisis years, examining the relation between weather-driven variation in yields and labor
markets outcomes within the agricultural sector. We analyze county average pay and county
employment levels, as obtained from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages. All regressions
employ the instrumental variable approach, whereby county average yields are instrumented first with
the weather shock variable, and then predicted yields are related to either wages or employment.
Specifically, we run:
Yi,t = β0 + log Yieldi,t + δt + γi + εi,t ,

(7)

where Yit is a county-level labor-market outcome, and log Yieldi,t is instrumented log corn yield in
county i in year t estimated via regression (1). We examine three labor-market outcomes: total countylevel wages in the agricultural crop sector (Ag Total Wages), average county-level annual wage for an
employee in agricultural crop production (Ag Avg Wages), and total county-level employment in
agricultural crop production (Ag Employment).
Column 1 of Table 6A exhibits results using total county-level employment as the dependent
variable.29 As can be seen, there is a positive relation between yields and total county employment.
Estimating the economic magnitude of the effect, a one percent drop in yields reduces agricultural
employment by 4.3 percent of the sample mean. Thus, during the crisis, farms in counties that received
a positive cash flow injection (driven by relatively good weather) reduce their total agriculture
employment by less than those that received a negative cash flow shock. Consistent with increased

Note that the data from QCEW does not include information for small farms. As small firms are generally thought to
be more financially constrained (see, e.g., Gertler and Gilchrist 1994; Beck, Demirgü-Kunt, and Maksimovic 2005; and
Hadlock and Pierce 2010), this suggests that the results here underestimate the true relation between yields and labor
market outcomes.
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financial frictions during the crisis, temporary shocks to firm balance sheets affect employment rates.
When financial constraints bind and external capital is costly, labor demand can be influenced by firm
net worth.
Continuing with labor market outcomes, Column 2 of Table 6A replaces employment with
average county wages per employee as the dependent variable. As can be seen, predicted crop yields
are positively related to average wages per employee. Counties that experienced a negative weatherinduced cash flow shock exhibit a relative decline in average wages per employee, consistent with a
drop in labor demand stemming from reduced ability to finance employee wages out of internal capital.
The elasticity of yields to average county pay is 2.9: a one percent reduction in yields is associated with
approximately a three percent relative reduction in average wage per employee. Column 3 analyzes
total county wages, which combines variation in total county employment as well as variation in county
average wage per employee. Unsurprisingly, given the results in the prior two columns, we find that
weather driven cash flow injections are positively related to total county wages.
Panel B of Table 6 repeats the analysis but focuses on the period outside of the farm debt
crisis. Outside of financial crises, firms’ ability to smooth temporary cash flow shocks is greatly
enhanced, and so we expect the relation between employment and predicted yields to be dampened.
Consistent with this, the results show that outside of the debt crisis, county level employment, average
wage per employee, and total wages are unrelated to exogenous (weather-driven) variation in yields.
While the strength of a firm’s balance sheet, and variation in it, plays a role in determining labor market
outcomes during periods of high financial constraints, they play no role outside of the crisis. The
results thus suggest that cash injections into the real sector affect labor market outcomes during a debt
crisis, but not outside of it.
Table 7 continues by analyzing how cash flow shocks spill over into other labor markets during
the debt crisis. Specifically, we use the instrumental variable strategy from above to relate variation in
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predicted yields to local level employment and wages in the service sector – a natural sector where
employees dislocated from farming might seek employment.30 Column 1 of Table 7A shows that total
county-level employment in the service sector is negatively related to weather-driven cash flow shocks
in the agricultural sector: when a county is hit with a negative cash flow shock in the agricultural sector,
the data show that agricultural employment declines while employment in services rises (compared to
the mean county level). Following a negative cash flow shock, workers thus appear to shift from the
adversely affected agricultural sector towards other industries. The results in Column 1 of the table
show that a one percent reduction in county predicted yields is associated with a 0.34 percent increase
in county-level service sector employment.
Still focusing on the debt crisis period, Column 2 of Table 7 examines how average wages in
the service sector relate to cash flow shocks in the agricultural sector. Consistent with an outward shift
in the supply of workers in services, the coefficient on predicted yields shows that counties that
experienced an exogenous negative (weather-driven) cash flow shock in agriculture exhibit a relative
decline in wages in the service sector. As workers shift from agriculture to services, labor supply rises
and, correspondingly, wages in the sector decline. The elasticity of average county wages in the service
sector to county yields is 0.075 – i.e., a ten percent decline in agricultural yields translates into a 0.75
percent drop in service sector wage.
Column 3 of the table examines total county wages in the service sector and finds that these
are unrelated in a statistically significant manner to yields. This is not altogether surprising, as the effect
on wages and employment run in opposite directions following a negative shock to yields: while
average wages in the service sector falls, county employment in the sector rises.
Taken together, the results in Panel A of Table 7 paint a picture by which, during a debt crisis,

We note that we find no statistically significant adjustments in manufacturing employment in response to weather-driven
dislocation in the agricultural sector. Data are taken from QCEW as discussed earlier.
30
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firms’ inability to smooth shocks in one sector create externalities in other sectors within the labor
market. Workers shift away from firms hit by temporary cash flow shocks, increasing the supply of
labor in other sectors. The result is higher employment and lower wages in sectors unrelated to the
original cash flow shock.
For completeness, Panel B of Table 7 conducts a placebo test and reruns the specifications of
Panel A focusing on the period outside of the crisis. As was shown in Panel B of Table 6, outside of
the crisis weather shocks do not affect agricultural employment. Because the agriculture sector is able
to smooth cash flow shocks, we expect to find no effect on labor outcomes in the services sector
outside of the crisis. This is indeed what the results show. Using the instrumental variable specification
outside of the crisis, none of the service sector labor market outcomes are related in a statistically
significant manner to (predicted) county level yields.
We next test a second channel – related to shifts in demand – through which cash flow shocks
during a financial crisis can spill over into other sectors. The results in Table 6 show how sectoral cash
flow shocks during a financial crisis translate into labor market dislocation within the agriculture
sector, as firms find it difficult to utilize capital markets to smooth temporary funding shortages.
Accordingly, we test the following demand channel for inter-sector spillovers during financial crises:
once a given sector is hit by a cash flow shock, firms in the sector cut employment, causing dislocated
employees to reduce overall consumption. The shock to the first sector thus propagates into other
sectors, which, faced with a reduction in demand, cut employment in their respective sectors.31
To test this mechanism, we run similar regressions to those in Table 7 relating employment
and wages in the service sector to weather-induced cash flow shocks in agriculture, but interact the
weather-driven cash flow shocks with a measure of the importance of agriculture within each county.

Examining a demand channel, Mian et al. (2013) analyze how local-level shocks to household balance sheets driven by
the 2006-2009 collapse in housing prices affect household consumption, while Mian and Sufi (2014) analyze how this
household balance sheet shock reduced employment during the 2008-2009 crisis.
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Weather shocks are measured, as usual, using the number of growing season days with average
temperature above 83qF, while the importance of agriculture within each county is measured by the
ratio of farm crop income to total income within each county. We predict that in counties with a
dominant agriculture sector, negative (weather-driven) cash flow shocks will lead to greater declines
in overall demand, which will tend to reduce employment in the service sector. This demand-driven
effect goes in the opposite direction to the reallocation effect analyzed above whereby workers from
agriculture move into other sectors following a cash flow shock in the agriculture sector.
Column 1 of Table 8A presents the results of the interaction specification, analyzing the effect
of weather-driven cash flow shocks on service sector employment. As can be seen, the coefficient on
the non-interacted weather shock is positive, but the coefficient on the interaction term between the
weather shock and the county-level agricultural importance is negative. Thus, as in Table 7 above, in
counties where farming plays a relatively small role, negative cash flow shocks in agriculture tends to
increase employment in services—a reallocation channel. However, if agriculture plays a sufficiently
large role in a county, cash flow shocks in the agriculture sector reduce employment in services. At the
25th percentile of agricultural importance within the county (captured by the ratio of farm crop income
to total income), an additional hot day with temperature above 83qF increases service sector
employment by 1.3 percent of the sample mean, but in contrast, at the 75th percentile of agricultural
importance such a weather shock reduces service sector employment by 0.8 percent. Thus, during a
debt-crisis, aggregate county-level cash flow shocks in one sector impose employment externalities on
other sectors operating within the same geography. The sign of these externalities depends on the
relative importance within the economy of the sector receiving the shock.
Column 2 of Table 8A repeats the analysis but analyzes the impact on service sector wages
(rather than employment). We predict that detrimental weather-driven cash flow shocks reduce wages
and that this effect will be greater when agriculture plays a larger role within a county. However, as
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can be seen in the table, while the non-interacted coefficient on weather shocks does indeed predict a
reduction in wages following a negative cash flow shock, the coefficient on the interaction term with
the fraction of county-level farm income is not statistically significant.
Panel B of Table 8 repeats the interaction specification in Panel A of the table, but uses the
instrumental variable strategy relating labor market outcome variables to predicted log yields (as in
Table 7 above). To this end, we separate the sample into two based on median county-level farm
importance, and rerun instrumental variable specifications for below median and above median farm
importance counties.32 The results are consistent with those in Table 7. Employment in services is
positively related to predicted yields in counties with above-median farming importance but is
negatively related to predicted yields in counties with below-median farming importance. Negative
weather-driven cash flow shocks thus decrease employment in services amongst counties where
farming plays a large role – consistent with a demand-channel effect – but increases employment in
counties where farming plays a relatively smaller role – consistent with a reallocation effect. Further,
as can be seen from Columns 3 and 4 of Table 8B, wages are positively related to predicted yields,
although the effect is not statistically significant in above-median farming importance counties.

3.5 Cash Flow Shocks and Income Per Capita: The Income Multiplier During the 1980s Farm
Debt Crisis
The results of the prior sections show how county-level cash flow shocks during the debt crisis
had a sizeable effect on a host of real outcomes across a number of markets. These include the market
for land, labor markets, and the local banking sector. A natural question to ask, then, is whether and
to what extent exogenous cash flow shocks ultimately affect county-level income during the debt
crisis. To investigate this question, we use our standard instrumental variable approach regressing the
32

The median ratio of farm income to total county income is 0.226.
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log of county income per capita on the log of county-level yields, with yields instrumented by the
exogenous weather shock variable Days Above 83.
The results are presented in Table 9. As can be seen, during the farm debt crisis, instrumented
yields are positively related to income per capita, with an elasticity of 0.138. In contrast, the point
coefficient on predicted yields outside of the farm debt crisis period is approximately one third smaller
and not statistically significant.
It is instructive to use the results in Table 9 to conduct a back-of-the-envelope calculation of
the local-level cash flow to income multiplier – i.e., the increase in county-level income associated with
an exogenous dollar injection of cash flow. Based on the elasticity of 0.138 in Table 9, a ten percent
weather-driven drop in yields during the crisis is associated with a 1.38 percent drop in county income
per capita. This 1.38 percent drop is equivalent to a per-capita reduction of $356.8 from the average
county-level income-per-capita during the crisis ($25,855 in 2010 real dollars). Since the 10 percent
drop in yields is equivalent to a reduction of $219.55 in county per capita corn sales, our results indicate
that during the debt crisis, the multiplier between the exogenous county level cash flow shock and
county-level income is $356.80/$219.55 = 1.63.33 Based on these estimates, cash flow injections had
a significant impact on local economic income during the crisis.34
As a consistency check, the county-level income-to-cash-flow shock multiplier can also be
calculated employing the reduced form specification relating yields to the number of high temperature
days during the growing season. As can be seen in Column 3 of Table 9, an additional growing season
day with temperature above 83qF leads to a 0.3 percent reduction in income per capita, or equivalently,

To calculate the effect of a 10 percent drop in yields on county corn sales, note that the average yield during the crisis
was 123.8 bushels per acre while the average real price of corn was $4.10 per bushel. The 10 percent drop in yields is thus
equivalent to a 12.38 × 4.10 = $50.76 drop in sales per acre. The average acreage of grown corn per county was 122,854
while the average county population was 28,402. This implies that a 10 percent drop in yields was associated with a $219.55
(= $50.76 × 122,854 / 28,402) drop in county per capita sales.
34 As Table 9 shows, outside of the debt crisis, the point estimate of the income-per-capita to yield elasticity is 0.34 with a
95 percent confidence interval of -0.26 to 0.94.
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a reduction of $77.57 as compared to the mean income per capita of $25,855 during the crisis. From
Table 2, an additional growing season day with temperature above 83ºF leads to a 2.2 percent drop in
corn yields during the crisis, which in turn is equivalent to a $48.30 (in 2010 real dollars) drop in county
per capita sales.35 The multiplier between the exogenous cash flow shock and county-level income is
thus $77.57/$48.30 = 1.61, which is similar to the 1.63 estimate obtained above.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we examine the general equilibrium effects of cash flow injections during a
financial crisis. Analyzing the 1980s farm debt crisis, our empirical strategy exploits random weather
shocks as a source of exogenous cash flow variation. Our analysis tracks the effect of weather induced
cash flow shocks during the crisis on a host of outcomes in the real and financial sector. We find that
exogenous cash flow shocks during the crisis have significant effects on land values, loan delinquency
and bank failure rates, as well as on employment and wages.
Consistent with cash-in-the-market pricing, during the debt crisis, farms in counties that
received a positive cash flow injection – driven by relatively good weather – exhibit higher land values
than those that received a negative cash flow shock. Placebo regressions show that the cash-in-themarket pricing effect does not arise outside of the debt crisis when financial frictions are expected to
be lower.
Examining the financial sector, we show that exogenous shocks to the real sector propagate
into the financial sector during the debt crisis: counties that receive negative cash flow shocks exhibit
higher delinquency rates on loans as well as more bank failures. Consistent with financial constraints

With an average real price of corn of $4.10 per bushel and an average yield of 123.8 bushels per acre during the crisis, a
2.2 percent drop in corn yields leads to a drop of $4.1 × 123.8 × 0.022 = $11.17 in sales per acre. Given an average acreage
of corn grown of 122,854 acres and an average population of 28,402, this gives a drop of $11.17 × 122,854 / 28,402 =
$48.30.
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at the bank level, banks thus appear unable to smooth temporary shocks to their balance sheets during
the debt crisis.
We also find that exogenous shocks to cash flow have important general equilibrium labor
market effects. First, we find that negative shocks to the agricultural sector during the farm debt crisis
reduce both employment and wages in that sector. In addition, we find that there are spillover effects
into other sectors. In particular, in counties that experience negative shocks during the crisis,
employment in the services sector increases due to workers being displaced from farming, while the
average wage of employees in services drops, consistent with an increase in labor supply. Overall, we
find evidence that temporary shocks that affect balance sheets of firms in the agricultural sector during
a crisis create externalities for other sectors.
Our results highlight the potential importance of cash injections to firms during a financial
crisis when balance sheets are impaired and financial frictions are high. The results also underscore
how cash injections in one sector can spill over into other sectors of the economy, both real and
financial. Income multipliers during financial crises are shown to be high. Importantly, the economic
impact of interventions meant to strengthen real sector balance sheets is state dependent and
countercyclical, consistent with financial accelerator models.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics
This table contains summary statistics for all variables, split between crisis and non-crisis years. All
variables are at the county-year level. Days Above 83 is the number of days where the average
temperature is above 83qF during the growing season. Corn Yield is defined as bushels of corn
produced per acre of harvested land. Land Value is the dollar value of farmland per acre. Income is
county income-per-capita. Ag Delinquencies is the total outstanding balance of agricultural loans that
are 90 days or more past-due and upon which the bank continues to accrue interest, in thousands of
dollars. Statistics for the non-crisis period are presented from 1950-1980 and from 1988-2010, except
for Income (which is from 1959, 1969-1980, and 1988-2010) and Ag Delinquencies (which is from 19882000). Statistics for the crisis period are presented from 1984 to 1987. All dollar amounts are scaled
by the consumer price index (CPI), and are in real 2010 dollars.

Panel A: Crisis Years, 1981–1987
Variable
Days Above 83
Corn Yield
Land Value
Income

# Obs
693
693
693
693

Mean
3.25
116.84
2,947.27
24,827.96

Std. Dev.
4.63
22.07
1,511.82
2,720.39

p25
0.50
108.70
1,759.38
23,093.07

Median
1.62
121.50
2,447.81
25,054.18

p75
3.73
131.60
4,055.71
26,675.79

Median
1.22
125.75
1,868.92
25,825.22
526.12

p75
3.05
134.30
2,299.06
27,477.96
1,084.87

Median
1.07
100.70
2,424.75
27,490.18
54.04

p75
3.22
139.10
3,127.98
32,435.73
214.88

Panel B: Crisis Years, 1984–1987
Variable
Days Above 83
Corn Yield
Land Value
Income
Ag Delinquencies

# Obs
396
396
396
396
396

Mean
2.38
123.83
1,977.86
25,855.09
710.61

Std. Dev.
3.07
15.21
751.78
2,379.82
684.66

p25
0.29
115.15
1,488.39
24,558.87
185.47

Panel C: Non-Crisis Years
Variable
Days Above 83
Corn Yield
Land Value
Income
Ag Delinquencies

# Obs
5,339
5,346
5,346
3,465
1,279

Mean
2.51
105.67
2,753.98
28,099.30
164.90

Std. Dev.
3.64
41.48
1,361.00
6,756.46
276.59
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p25
0.05
71.10
1,893.49
23,842.11
1.26

Table 2: Temperature Shocks on Corn Yields
This table provides regression results for the effects of temperature shocks on corn yields. All variables
represent county-level values in the indicated year. Corn Yield is defined as bushels of corn produced
per acre of harvested land. Days Above 83 is the number of days where the average temperature is
above 83qF during the growing season. Standard errors are given in parentheses, and are corrected for
spatial correlation (as in Conley 2008), as indicated. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10
percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent level, respectively. All regressions include an intercept term (not
reported). The crisis period is defined from 1981-1987 in columns 1 and 2, and from 1984-1987 in
column 3; the non-crisis period runs from 1950-1980 and 1988-2010; the full sample runs from 1950
to 2010.

Time Period:
Days Above 83

Year FE
County FE
Standard Errors
Observations
R2

Dependent Variable: log(Corn Yield)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Crisis, 1981-1987
Crisis, 1984-1987
-0.034***
-0.033***
-0.022***
(0.008)
(0.008)
(0.004)
Yes
No
Spatial
693
0.66

Yes
Yes
Spatial
693
0.80
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Yes
Yes
Spatial
396
0.75

(4)
Non-crisis
-0.026***
(0.003)
Yes
Yes
Spatial
5,339
0.93

Table 3: Temperature Shocks on Land Values
This table provides regression results for the effects of temperature shocks on farm land values. All
variables represent county-level values in the indicated year. Land Value is the dollar value of farmland
per acre, in real (2010) dollars. Days Above 83 is the number of days where the average temperature is
above 83qF during the growing season. Standard errors are given in parentheses, and are corrected for
spatial correlation (as in Conley 2008), as indicated. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10
percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent level, respectively. All regressions include an intercept term (not
reported). The crisis period is defined from 1981-1987 in columns 1 and 2, and from 1984-1987 in
column 3; the non-crisis period runs from 1950-1980 and 1988-2010; the full sample runs from 1950
to 2010.

Time Period:
Days Above 83

Year FE
County FE
Standard Errors
Observations
R2

Dependent Variable: log(Land Value)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Crisis, 1981-1987
Crisis, 1984-1987
-0.031***
-0.004***
-0.007***
(0.008)
(0.001)
(0.002)
Yes
No
Spatial
693
0.71

Yes
Yes
Spatial
693
0.996
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Yes
Yes
Spatial
396
0.99

(4)
Non-crisis
-0.001
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
Spatial
5,339
0.98

Table 4: Temperature Shocks, Instrumental Variable Regressions during the Crisis
This table provides instrumental variable regression results for the effects of temperature shocks on
corn yields and land values during the farm debt crisis. All variables represent county-level values in
the indicated year. Corn Yield is defined as bushels of corn produced per acre of harvested land. Land
Value is the dollar value of farmland per acre, in real (2010) dollars. Days Above 83 is the number of
days where the average temperature is above 83qF during the growing season. log(Yield) is
instrumented log corn yield. Standard errors are given in parentheses, and are clustered at the year
level. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent level, respectively.
All regressions include an intercept term (not reported).
(1)
Time Period:
IV Stage:
Dependent Variable:
Days Above 83
log (Yield)

Year FE
County FE
Observations
R2

(2)

1981-1987
First Stage
Second Stage
log(Corn Yield)
log(Land Value)
-0.033***
(0.004)
0.114***
(0.031)
Yes
Yes
693
0.80

Yes
Yes
693
0.996
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(3)

(4)

1984-1987
First Stage
Second Stage
log(Corn Yield)
log(Land Value)
-0.022***
(0.002)
0.330***
(0.057)
Yes
Yes
396
0.75

Yes
Yes
396
0.99

Table 5: Agricultural Loan Delinquencies and Bank Failures
This table provides second-stage instrumental variable regression results for the effects of temperature
shocks on bank failure rate during the farm debt crisis and non-crisis years. All variables represent
county-level values in the indicated year. Ag Delinquencies is the outstanding balance of agricultural
loans that are 90 days or more past-due and upon which the bank continues to accrue interest, in real
(2010) dollars. Bank Failure is a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if there was a bank failure in
the given year, and 0 otherwise. Bank Failure Crisis is a dummy variable which takes a value of 1 if there
was a bank failure from the given year until the end of the crisis, and 0 otherwise. log(Yield) is
instrumented log corn yield. Standard errors are given in parentheses, and are clustered at the year
level. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent level, respectively.
All regressions include an intercept term (not reported). Panel A runs from 1984 to 1987, the peak of
the farm debt crisis, while Panel B runs from 1988-2000 for column 1 and from 1950 to 1980 and
1988-2010 for column 2, periods outside the farm debt crisis.

Panel A: Crisis
Dependent Variable:
log (Yield)

(1)
log(Ag Delinquencies)
-3.249***
(0.836)

(2)
Bank Failure
-0.324**
(0.144)

(3)
Bank Failure Crisis
-0.402***
(0.064)

Yes
Yes
396
0.50

Yes
Yes
396
0.24

Yes
Yes
396
0.74

Year FE
County FE
Observations
R2

Panel B: Non-Crisis
Dependent Variable:
log (Yield)

Year FE
County FE
Observations
R2

(1)
log(Ag Delinquencies)
-0.707
(1.276)

(2)
Bank Failure
0.015
(0.022)

Yes
Yes
1,273
0.38

Yes
Yes
5,339
0.04
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Table 6: Agricultural Wages and Employment
This table provides second-stage instrumental variable regression results for the effects of temperature
shocks on agricultural wages and employment during the farm debt crisis and non-crisis years. All
variables represent county-level values in the indicated year. Ag Employment is the total employment in
agricultural crop production. Ag Avg Wage is the average annual wage for an individual in agricultural
crop production. Ag Total Wages is the sum total of all wages for agricultural crop production. log(Yield)
is instrumented log corn yield. All dollar amounts are in real (2010) dollars. Standard errors are given
in parentheses, and are clustered at the year level. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10 percent,
5 percent, and 1 percent level, respectively. All regressions include an intercept term (not reported).
Panel A runs from 1984 to 1987, the peak of the farm debt crisis, while Panel B runs from 1975-1980
and from 1988-2000, the period outside the farm debt crisis.

Panel A: Crisis
(1)

Sector:
Dependent Variable:
log (Yield)

Year FE
County FE
Observations
R2

(2)
(3)
Agricultural Crop Production
Ag Employment log(Ag Avg Wage) log(Ag Total Wages)
29.96**
2.87**
4.37**
(14.73)
(1.36)
(2.01)
Yes
Yes
396
0.66

Yes
Yes
396
0.75

Yes
Yes
396
0.74

Panel B: Non-Crisis
(1)

Sector:
Dependent Variable:
log (Yield)

Year FE
County FE
Observations
R2

(2)
(3)
Agricultural Crop Production
Ag Employment
log(Ag Avg Wage)
log(Ag Total Wages)
-6.39
1.13
1.42
(7.15)
(0.92)
(1.18)
Yes
Yes
1,875
0.37

Yes
Yes
1,875
0.44
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Yes
Yes
1,875
0.45

Table 7: Wages and Employment in the Services Sector
This table provides second-stage instrumental variable regression results for the effects of temperature
shocks on wages and employment in the services sector during the farm debt crisis and non-crisis
years. All variables represent county-level values in the indicated year. Services Employ is the total
employment in the services sector. Services Avg Wage is the average annual wage for an individual in the
services sector. Services Total Wages is the sum total of all wages for the services sector. log(Yield) is
instrumented log corn yield. All dollar amounts are in real (2010) dollars. Standard errors are given in
parentheses, and are clustered at the year level. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10 percent, 5
percent, and 1 percent level, respectively. All regressions include an intercept term (not reported).
Panel A runs from 1984 to 1987, the peak of the farm debt crisis, while Panel B runs from 1975-1980
and from 1988-2000, the period outside the farm debt crisis.

Panel A: Crisis
(1)
Sector:
Dependent Variable:
log (Yield)

Year FE
County FE
Observations
R2

Services Employ
-720.71***
(106.57)
Yes
Yes
396
0.997

(2)
Services Sector
log(Services
Avg Wage)
0.075**
(0.033)
Yes
Yes
396
0.970

(3)
log(Services
Total Wages)
-0.002
(0.045)
Yes
Yes
396
0.998

Panel B: Non-Crisis
(1)

Sector:
Dependent Variable:
log (Yield)

Year FE
County FE
Observations
R2

(2)
Services Sector
log(Services
Services Employ
Avg Wage)
-158.73
0.074
(715.69)
(0.098)
Yes
Yes
1,875
0.916

Yes
Yes
1,875
0.317
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(3)
log(Services
Total Wages)
0.063
(0.159)
Yes
Yes
1,875
0.868

Table 8: Services Employment and Dependence on Farm Income
This table provides regression results for the effects of temperature shocks on services sector employment, and
how the magnitude of the effect varies based on the county’s dependence on farm income during the crisis.
Panel A runs an interaction regression with a measure of farm dependence, while Panel B separates the sample
into counties with either high or low farm dependence and runs instrumental variable specifications for each
(second-stage results are provided). All variables represent county-level values in the indicated year. Services
Employ is the total employment in the services sector. Services Avg Wage is the average annual wage for an
individual in the services sector. Days Above 83 is the number of days where the average temperature is above
83qF during the growing season. Farm Income Pct is percentage of total county income that is comprised of farm
crop income, taken as an average from 1969-1980. log(Yield) is instrumented log corn yield. All regressions are
run from 1984-1987. Standard errors are given in parentheses, and are corrected for spatial correlation in Panel
A (as in Conley, 2008). *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent level,
respectively. All regressions include an intercept term (not reported).

Panel A: Interaction with Dependence on Farm Income
(1)

Days Above 83
× Farm Income Pct

55.91***
(21.59)
-234.72***
(81.84)

(2)
log(Services
Avg Wage)
-0.003***
(0.0002)
0.008
(0.007)

Year FE
County FE
Standard Errors
Observations
R2

Yes
Yes
Spatial
396
0.997

Yes
Yes
Spatial
396
0.963

Dependent Variable:
Days Above 83

Services Employ

Panel B: Instrumental Variable Regressions

Dependent Variable:
log (Yield)

Year FE
County FE
Observations
R2

(1)
(2)
Below-Median
Farm Income Dependence
log(Services
Services Employ
Avg Wage)
-667.17**
0.105***
(272.54)
(0.037)
Yes
Yes
196
0.997

Yes
Yes
196
0.976
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(3)
(4)
Above-Median
Farm Income Dependence
Services
log(Services
Employ
Avg Wage)
66.87*
0.0417
(37.11)
(0.067)
Yes
Yes
200
0.992

Yes
Yes
200
0.916

Table 9: Temperature Shocks and County Income
This table provides regression results for the effects of temperature shocks on county income per
capita. Columns 1 and 2 provide results from an instrumental variable specification, while Columns 3
and 4 provide reduced-form results. All variables represent county-level values in the indicated year.
log(Income) is log income-per-capita (in real 2010 dollars). log(Yield) is instrumented log corn yield.
Days Above 83 is the number of days where the average temperature is above 83qF during the growing
season. The crisis period runs from 1984 to 1987, the peak of the farm debt crisis. The non-crisis
period includes 1969-1980 and 1988-2010. Standard errors are given in parentheses and are clustered
at the year level in Columns 1 and 2 and are corrected for spatial correlation (as in Conley, 2008) in
Columns 3 and 4 as indicated. *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1
percent level, respectively. All regressions include an intercept term (not reported).

Time Period:
log (Yield)
Days Above 83

Year FE
County FE
Standard Errors
Observations
R2

Dependent Variable: log(Income)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Crisis
Non-crisis
Crisis
0.138***
0.034
(0.051)
(0.031)
-0.003***
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
Robust
396
0.95

Yes
Yes
Robust
3,557
0.95
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Yes
Yes
Spatial
396
0.94

(4)
Non-crisis

-0.001
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
Spatial
3,557
0.95

Figure 1: Distribution of Temperature Shocks
This figure shows the distribution of temperature shocks during the growing season, for the entire
sample from 1950 to 2010. The vertical axis represents the density, while the horizontal axis gives the
number of days in the growing season for a given county-year that were above 83qF.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Temperature Shocks in Excess of Averages
This figure shows the distribution of temperature shocks during the growing season, in excess of
county and yearly averages, for the entire sample from 1950 to 2010. The vertical axis represents the
density, while the horizontal axis gives the de-meaned number of days in the growing season for a
given county-year that were above 83qF.
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Figure 3: Distribution of Temperature Shocks in Different Years
This figure shows the distribution of temperature shocks during the growing season, for various years.
In each graph, the vertical axis represents the density, while the horizontal axis gives the number of
days in the growing season for a given county in the indicated year that were above 83qF.

Figure 4: Corn Yields, Farm Land Values, and Agricultural Debt over Time
This figure depicts average corn yields, land values, and agricultural debt over time. Each data point
is an average across all counties in Iowa. Corn yield is defined as bushels of corn produced per acre
of harvested land. Land Value is the dollar value of farmland per acre, in real (2010) dollars. Total
agricultural debt is the sum of agricultural loans to finance production and real estate debt secured by
farmland, in real (2010) dollars.
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Figure 5: Cross-county Land Purchases in Hamilton County
This figure depicts cross-county land purchases in Hamilton County – purchases where the buyer is
located outside of the county. The red horizontal line indicates the mean over the sample period.
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